


*Almanac* (fragment) unidentified. (Bound together with Christian Almanac 1833 and Charless Almanac 1834.)

American Academy of Arts and Letters. *In Memoriam, A Book of Record, Concerning Former
Members. American Academy of Arts and Letters: 1922.


1 - vol. 12 No.1 July, 1909  
2 - vol. 12 No.4 April, 1912  
1 - vol. 13 No.1 June, 1913  
2 - vol. 13 No.3 June, 1915


Baedeker, Karl. The United States... Lipzig: K. Baedeker, 1909.


Bancroft, Hubert Howe; *Index to Chronicles of the Builders of the Commonwealth*. San Francisco: The History Company, 1892.


Inscription-- presented to John Muir, June 18, 1859. Annotations by Muir front and back.


Bible. *Family Holy Bible*. With notes and instructions


Bible. *Testament and Psalms*. Front pages missing

*Bible*. New York: American Bible Society, 1848. ["Charles H. Wright" inscribed on front cover. Contains Strentzel family holographic birth and death records in front of bible. Scrap contains note identifying bible as having "belonged to a man at La Grange, Cal. whom the Strentzels nursed thru his last illness."]

*Bible*. New York: American Bible Society, 1854. [Botanical specimens removed and preserved. Bible also contained a ribbon.]


Bingham, Hiram. *Across South America*. Boston: Houghton Mifflin and Co., 1911. Illustrated. (2 copies) [Signed by R. Hanna. Annotations at back on one of the books.]


Bland, Henry Meade. *A Song of Autumn and Other Poems*. San Jose, Calif: The Pacific Short Story Club, c.1907. [Inscription by author to Muir.]


Bunnell, Lafayette Houghton. *Discovery of the Yosemite and the Indian War of 1851 which led to that event*. Chicago: Fleming H. Revell, 1880. [Signed by Muir.]


Capen, Nahum. *Reminiscences of Dr. Spurghem and George Combe: and a review of the science of phrenology, from the period of its discovery by Dr. Gall to the time of the visit of George Combe to the United States, 1838, 1840*. New York: Fowler & Wells, 1881.


Carpenter, William B. (Benjamin), and Clymer, Meredith. *Principles of Human Physiology, With Their Chief Applications to Pathology, Hygiene, and Forensic Medicine*. Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1847.


*[The] Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine*. Vol. 40 no. 1 1890 n.s. Vol. 18 no. 2 1890 Vol. 50 no. 3 1895 n.s. Vol. 28 no. 4 1895 Vol. 54 no. 5 1890 n.s. Vol. 32 no. 6 1897


*Charless' Missouri and Illinois Almanac*, 1834. (Bound with Christian Almanac 1833 and unidentified fragment of almanac.) St. Louis: Charless & Paschall, 1834.


*[The] Christian Almanac for Missouri & Illinois, 1833*. American Tract Society, 1833. (Bound with Charless’ 1834 Almanac and fragment of unidentified almanac.)


Clark, Galen. *Indians of the Yosemite Valley and Vicinity*. Yosemite: Galen Clark, 1904. [Signed by Galen Clark.]


[Signed by John Muir, Annotations at back.]

[Annotations at back.]


Davis, Andrew Jackson. *The Great Harmonia, Concerning the Seven Mental States.* Boston: Sanborn, Carter & Bazin, 1855.

Deasy, Captain. *In Tibet and Chinese Turkestan; being the record of three year's exploration.* New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1901. Illustrated. [Signed by Mrs. R. Hanna, Sept. 1909.]


Eastwood, Alice. *A Handbook of the Trees of California.* San Francisco: California Academy of Sciences, 1905. [Autographed "With kind regards from Alice Eastwood"].


Egleston, Nathaniel Hillyer. *Villages and Village Life with Hints for their Improvement.* New York: Harper & Brothers, 1878. [Inscribed to Dr. John Strentzel from Jeanne C. Carr, Jan. 1, 1880.]


*Every Day Cookbook.* [Lovell], undated. (Cover, title page and pages 1-8 missing. Ends with p. 308.)


Finck, Henry T. *The Pacific Coast Scenic Tour.* [Annotations at back.]


Foley, D.J. *Foley's Yosemite Souvenir and Guide.* Yosemite, California: California Tourist


Geological Survey of California, Botany. (See California).

Geological Surveys (see United States Geological Surveys).


*Grammar Exercises*. [Muir’s Signature and doodling.]


Heredia, Jose Maria de. *Sonnets of Jose Maria de Heredia*. Translated by Edward Robeson Taylor. San Francisco: William Doxey, two copies, c. 1897 (white cover), 1898 (green cover). [Signed by the translator.]


Holland, J.G. *Christ and The Twelve*. Springfield: Gurdon Bill & Company, 1867. [Plant specimens removed and preserved.]


Hooker, (Sir) Joseph Dalton. *Himalayan Journals; or Notes of a Naturalists in Bengal, the Sikkim and Nepal Himalayas, the Khasia Mountains, etc*. London: Ward, Lock, Bowden and Co., 1891. [Inscribed to Mr. Nicholson with the author's kind regards. Annotations at back, envelope with “Opening of Lassa” on pg 399.]

Hooker, (Sir) Joseph Dalton. *Himalayan Journals; or Notes of a Naturalist in Bengal, the Sikkim and Nepal Himalayas, the Khasia Mountains, etc*. London: Ward, Lock, Bowden and Co., 1891. Maps and Illustration. [Signed by Mirriam. Annotations at back.]


Hornaday, William T. *Campfires in the Canadian Rockies*. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1906. Illustrated. [Inscribed to Dr. John Muir in memory of the Sierras--the King, the Father & Discoverer of them. By Frederick G. Mage, Jan. 1, 1907. Annotations at back.]

Hubbard, Elbert. *So Here Then is a Little Journey to the Home of Joaquin Miller. Also: A Study of the Man and His Work*, and other works by George Wharton James. Aurora, New York: Roy Crafters, c. 1903. [Signed by James.]


Inglis, James. *Oor Ain Folk*. Edinburgh: David Douglas, 1894. [Inscribed to John Muir from David Douglas, March 27, 1894. Annotations at back.]


Keeler, Charles A. *A Season’s Sowing*. San Francisco: A.M. Robert, 1899. [Inscribed to Wanda Muir by the author and illustrator.]


Latin Grammatical Exercises. Title page missing. ca. 1832. (Leather bound, cover detached.) [School book of John Muir, 1847-1848. Signed John Muir with youthful drawings of animals.]


Lummis, Charles F. *The Awakening of a Nation, Mexico of To-day*. New York and London:
Harper & Brothers 1898. Illustrated. [Inscribed to John Muir from Charles F. Lummis.]


McAdie, Alexander. The Ephebic Oath and Other Essays. San Francisco: A.M. Robertson, c. 1912. [Inscribed to Muir by author.]


Meany, Edmond S. *Mountain Camp Fires*. Seattle: Louman and Hanford Co., c. 1911. [Inscribed to John Muir by author Dec. 17, 1911.]


Muir, John. *My First Summer in the Sierra*. Commemorative Edition. [In a wooden box.]

Muir, John. "On the Post-Glacial History of Sequoia Gigantea." From the *Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science*, Buffalo Meeting, August, 1876.


Parry, (Sir) W.E. *Three Voyages for the Discovery of a Northwest Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and narrative of an Attempt to Reach the North Pole*. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1858. Volumes 1 & 2. [Annotations at back.]

Parsons, Mary Elizabeth. *The Wild Flowers of California*. San Francisco: Cunningham, Curtiss & Welch, 1907. [Inscribed to Mr. John Muir by Mary Elizabeth Parsons. Annotated at back.]


Pepys, Samuel. *Diary and Correspondence of Samuel Pepys*. New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1889. 10 Volumes. [Annotations at back of some volumes, signed by Mr. Keith.]


*Pictorial Half-Hours: or Miscellanies of Art, with Illustrative Description*. London: Charles Knight. Volume 3. [Annotations at back.]


Robertson, Rev. Frederick W. *Lectures and Addresses on Literary and Social Topics*. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1859. [Inscribed John Muir Indianapolis June 8 1867.]


Ruschenberger, W. S. W. *Elements of Conchology.*


Ruschenberger, W. S. W. *Elements of Mammalogy.*


Ruschenberger, W.S.W. *First Books of Natural History Elements of Herpetology and of Ichthyology.* Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo and Co., 1852


1841.

Sangster, John Herbert. *Notes & Exercises in Natural Philosophy*. Montreal, John Lovell, 1860. [Signed by John Muir, card on pg. 134]


Schwarz, G. Frederick. *Forest Trees and Forest Scenery*. New York: Grafton Press, 1902. [Inscribed by author to John Muir with the author’s deepest regard.]


Scott, Fred Newton and Denney, Joseph Villiers. *Elementary English Composition*. Boston, Chicago: Allyn & Bacon, c.1900. [Signed and notes by Helen Muir.]


*Sierra Club Bulletin.*
Vol. I no. 1 Jan 1893,  
no. 2 June 1893,  
no. 3 Jan 1894,  
no. 4 May 1894,  
no. 5 Jan 1895  
no. 6 May 1895  
no. 7 Jan 1896 (two copies)  
no. 8 May 1896  
Vol. II no. 1 Jan 1897 (two copies),  
no. 2 May 1897  
no. 3 Jan 1898,  
no. 4 June 1898  
no. 5 Jan 1899  
Vol. V no. 1 Jan 1904 (two copies)  
Vol. VI no. 1 Jan 1909

Sillimon. *First Principles of Chemistry*. (Missing title page), [Annotations front and back. John Muir’s initials.]


Swinton's Second Reader. New York: American Book Company, 1882. [Signature on page facing inside front cover, "Johnnie Castle Leo.""]


Taylor, Edward Robeson. Into the Light and Other Verse. San Francisco: Stanley-Taylor Co., c. 1906. [Inscribed to John Muir from author.]


Taylor, Edward Robeson. Selected Poems. San Francisco: A.M. Robeson c. 1907. [Inscribed to Muir from author.]

Taylor, Edward Robeson. Visions and Other Verse. San Francisco: A.M. Robeson, 1913. [Inscribed to Muir from author.]


Taylor, Marvin M. Sheltered; a Poem. Worcester: The Davis Press, c. 1912. [Inscribed to John Muir from author.]

Teachers of San Francisco. To Honorable John Swett. San Francisco. April 2, 1895.


The Science Record for 1874. New York: Munn & Company, 1874. [Signed by J. Strentzel, 1874.]


Tott, Francois, Baron De. *Memoires du Baron de Tott sur les Turcs et les Tartares*. Amsterdam, 1875.


United States. Secretary of War (Director). Senate. *Reports of Explorations and Surveys, to Ascertain the Most Practicable and Economical Route for a Railroad, the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean.* Washington: Beverly Tucker, 1855. Volume 1 and 2. [Annotations at back.]
University of California Berkeley, Bulletin of the Department of Geology:

Vol. 1
- The Geology of Carmelo Bay (Andrew C. Lawson). [With author’s compliments.]
- No. 4 The Post-Pliocene Diastrophism of the Coast of Southern California (Andrew C. Lawson).
- No. 11 Critical Periods in the History of the Earth (Joseph LeConte).

Vol. 2
- No. 1 The Geology of Point Sal (Harold W. Fairbanks).

Vol. 3
- No. 15 The Geomorphogeny of the Upper Kern Basin (Andrew C. Lawson).
- No. 16 The Geomorphic Features of the Middle Kern (Andrew C. Lawson).

Vol. 4
- No. 1 The Geology of the Upper Region of the Main Walker River, Nevada (Dwight T. Smith).
- No. 17 Notes on the Foothill Copper Belt of the Sierra Nevada (A. Knopf). [Bound with No. 18]
- No. 18 An Alteration of Coast Range Serpentine (A. Knopf). [Bound with No. 17]
- No. 19 The Geomorphogeny of the Tehachapi Valley System (Andrew C. Lawson).


Van Dyke, John C. *The Desert.* New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons; 1901. [Signed by John Muir. Annotations at back.]

Vokins, Joan. *God's Mighty Power Magnified.* Cockermouth: D. Fidler, 1871. [Inscribed "Louiza Strentzel, from her friends, J and S.S. Paddock. 9th month, 1872."]


Wesley, John. *The Saints Everlasting Rest or a Treatise of the Blessed State of Saints in their Enjoyment of God in Glory*. New York: Daniel Hitt and Thomas Ware, 1813. [likely owned by Muir] donated by Ross and Sally deLipkau, 2018


Williams, John H. *Yosemite and Its High Sierra.* Tacoma and San Francisco: The Author, c. 1914. [Inscribed to John Muir.]


Zamoyska, Countess. *Ideas in Practice*. New York: Benziger Bros., 1903. [Inscribed with Mrs. L. Pawlicki's compliments to Mrs. John Muir.]